Lodoen Cattle Co/
Huber Ev Red Angus
Joint Production Sale
Kist Livestock • Mandan ND
Wednesday • April 4, 2012 • 5:00 PM CST

Selling 62 Powerful Yearling Red Angus
& 2 Horned Hereford Bulls

also offering a select group of high quality yearling replacement heifers
Welcome To The Joint Production Sale Of
Lodoen Cattle Co/ Huber EY Red Angus

AGAIN THIS YEAR WE ARE OFFERING YEARLING RED ANGUS AND HEREFORD BULLS AND ALSO A SELECT GROUP OF YEARLING RED ANGUS FEMALES.

Welcome cattlemen, to the L83 Lodoen Cattle Co/Huber EY Red Angus Annual production sale. Our new sale location is at Kist Livestock-Mandan, ND. The sale will be held on April 4th at 5pm. We will be selling 62 Red Angus bulls and 2 Horned Hereford bulls along with 9 registered Red Angus heifers and a group of black baldie, red baldie, and red commercial replacement heifers.

All of our Red Angus Herd Bulls have been tested free for (OS) osteopetrosis. Using 1A Red Angus bulls, you will eliminate the recessive Rat Tail gene. Our Herd Bulls are required to have an above average scrotal measurement at one year of age. This increases the fertility on the bull’s half sibling females as well. The Red Angus mothers in our herd make outstanding cows with their mothering ability, sound udders, and in many cases, a shorter gestation period resulting in smaller birth weights and still maintain the growth genetics that result in heavier weaning weights. Red Angus bulls used on cows of another breed will produce the heterosis effect or F1 cross that produces heavier weights at weaning time. In an effort to bring our customers better bulls, we only breed good cows. “It’s all about the cow” is what we truly believe.

We encourage you to visit either ranch before April 1st to look over this powerful set of bulls and females that we have for your appraisal and to see the mothers of the sale offering, most of which will have their 2012 calf on side. We enjoy visiting with each of you, one on one, as we appreciate the opportunity to learn from our customers.

We are very excited to show you our sale offering and hope that you will join us, Wed April 4th at 5pm.

The Lodoen’s
Leonard, Matt and Jennie, Ben, Rylee, Molly, Maddy, Wyatt, and Zane
SALE DAY PHONES
Matt: (701) 263-1330
Jennie: (701) 263-1016
Len: (701) 263-1327
Emmy: (701) 320-1995
Bryan: (701) 320-8054

Selling
65 Powerful Yearling Red Angus & Horned Hereford Bulls
(also offering a select group of high quality yearling replacement heifers)

CATTLE VIEWING
Lodoen cattle can be viewed at the farm 1/2 mile north of Westhope and Huber cattle can be viewed 5 miles northwest of Jud prior to April 1st.

AUCTIONEER
Seth Weisharr 605-210-1336

RINGMEN
Terry Robinson, Farm & Ranch Guide 701-471-5153
Kris Peterson, Cattle Business Weekly 701-339-0305

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Announcements made sale day, and from the auction block during the sale, take precedence over printed materials associated with this sale.

EPDS
EPDs in this catalog are the Spring 2012 EPDs for all animals.

BREEDING SOUNDNESS GUARANTEE
The bulls will be semen tested prior to the sale, but we recommend testing the bulls before turning out for breeding. If a bull is tested as a non-breeder, the seller has 180 days before making an adjustment. If the bull is declared a sound breeder by a competent veterinarian, he will be returned to the buyer at the buyer’s expense. In case an adjustment is required, the bull will be replaced with one of similar quality if possible or the purchase price will be refunded if the animal is returned in the same body condition.

Please remember to bring your catalog along on sale day!

HERD HEALTH
Herd health is excellent. Health papers can be available to go anywhere. All animals have been poured with Dectomax and are on a full, annual vaccination program. The Lodoen herd is cared for by Dr. Russ Behm, Minot Vet Clinic at 701-852-4831, and the Huber herd by Dr. Hogan at 701-320-2856.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
• As soon as any animal is sold it becomes the responsibility of the purchaser. We will discount $50 per bull taken home by the customer on sale day. After April 15th a $2.50/Day feed cost will be charged.
• All sales are in the U.S. dollar. Each animal is to be sold to the highest bidder. The auctioneer shall settle any disputes as to bids. All cattle are to be paid for by the purchaser during or immediately after the sale, and will not be removed until after settlement has been made unless prior arrangements have been made with the Lodoen’s or Huber’s. Kist Livestock would like the animals removed from their facility as soon as possible. Insurance is available for a nominal fee.
• Registration certificates of the animals will be transferred to the buyers at the expense of the seller. Heifer registrations will be transferred on heifers that sell for at least $1500.
• All persons attending the sale do at their own risk. Lodoen Cattle Company and Hubers EY Ranch assumes no liability, legal or otherwise, or any accidents, which may occur.

CATTLE VIEWING
Come early to view the cattle either the morning of the sale or Tuesday, April 3rd.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Anyone needing arrangements should call Jennie (701) 263-1016
RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T

BD: 03/16/2007  •  ARA#: 1239538
Tattoo: 254T  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%
BW: 85 • WW: 832 • WR:100 • YW: 1334 • YR:100

RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
GLACIER DIVIDE 310
RED TOWAW MOLLY 67C
RED RSL DUChESS 914L

RED RSL BARON 130C
RED C Y DUChESS 409Z

BD: L83 ENTOURAGE  •  ARA#: 1236425
Tattoo: 108  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%  •  Dam’s MPPA: 104.5
BW: 88 • WW: 828 • WR:109 • YW: 1466 • YR:105

RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P
RED COMPASS MULBERRY 449M
RED DUS FAYETTE 8G

OHRR 83L MS RC FAYET 68P
SRR RED CANYON 213
OHRR 182H FAYET 83L

RED MCRAE’S SPLIT SHIFT 87R
BD: 02/14/2005  •  ARA#: 1141879
Tattoo: 87R  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%
BW: 94 • WW: 721

PERKS ADVANCE 121R
RBJR ADVANCE A709
PERKS MISS RAMBO 8105

RED MCRAE’S KERRY 79H
RED MCRAE’S BLAZER 336C
RED RDL KERI 30B

SIX MILE KING RANCH 721W
BD: 02/13/2009  •  ARA#: 1388157
Tattoo: 721W  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%
BW: 90 • WW: 1003 • WR:100

5L NORSEMAN KING 2291
VGW KING OF THE WEST
NORSEMAN 1312 PJM

RED SIX MILE COUNTESS 198T
RED SIX MILE PRICELESS 268P
RED PRETTY VIEW COUNTESS 2N

**All weaning weights and yearling weights in the catalog are the adjusted weights used by the associations. Actual weights of the bulls as of March 30th will be listed on the supplement sheet along with ultrasound data and scrotal measurements.**
**RED ANGUS REFERENCE SIRES**

**SIX MILE WIND CHILL 828W**

BD: 03/05/2009 • ARA#: 1388156  
Tattoo: 828W • Cat: 1A • 100%  
BW: 80 • WW: 780 • WR:100

**STEWART’S PRIMUS 52R**

TC FREEDOM 104  
RED STEWART 803 MISS PATHY 2

**RED SVR FAYE 5M**

RED FLYING K DYNAMO 6Y  
RED SVR FAYE 42J

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CED</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MILK</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>HPG</th>
<th>CEM</th>
<th>STAY</th>
<th>MARB</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>FAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HEREFORD REFERENCE SIRES**

**SR TARGET 337**

BD: 03/24/2007 • ARA#: 42830829  
Tattoo: 337 • Horned

**CJH HARLAND 408**

HH ADVANCE 9005J  
CJH L1 DOMINETTE 0064  
CJH HARLAND 408  
SR ROSA 249

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPD’s</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MILK</th>
<th>M&amp;G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+0.7</td>
<td>+53</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>+25</td>
<td>+51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SR ROA 249**

CTY BONANZA 01K  
SR ENEZ 470

**RANCHER’S GUIDE TO EPDS**

Courtesy of the Red Angus Association of America

Calving Ease Direct (CED) - predicts the probability of calves being born unassisted out of two year-old heifers. Producers want live calves - born unassisted. Selecting on actual birth weight is flawed; it is influenced by non-genetic factors such as nutrition and weather (ambient temperature). While BW EPD removes these non-genetic factors, Red Angus’ CED EPD is the best predictor of calving ease. The CED EPD includes variation in BW plus other influential genetic factors such as gestation length, calf shape, etc.

Birth Weight EPD (BW) predicts the difference, in pounds, for birth weight, and is also used in the calculation of Red Angus’ Calving Ease Direct (CED) EPD.

Weaning Weight EPD (WW) predicts the difference, in pounds, for weaning weight (adjusted to age of dam and a standard 205 days of age). This is an indicator of growth from birth to weaning.

Yearling Weight EPD (YW) predicts the expected difference, in pounds, for yearling weight (adjusted to a standard 365 days of age). This is an indicator of growth from birth to yearling.

Milk EPD (MILK) predicts the difference in maternal production of an individual animal’s daughters as expressed by the weaning weight of their calves.

Total Maternal EPD (TM) predicts the rancher’s actual observation of weaning weights of calves raised by an animal’s daughters. TM includes the daughters milk EPD plus half of her genetic contribution to her calf’s weaning weight EPD. The formula for TM EPD is: TM EPD = Milk EPD + 1/2 (WW EPD)

Heifer Pregnancy (HPG) - predicts the probability of heifers conceiving to calve at two years of age. Many breeds offer genetic predictions of yearling bull scrotal circumference as an indicator of age of puberty. While puberty is a prerequisite, many factors influence pregnancy rate. Red Angus’ HPG EPD offers a tool which selects for what is economically relevant to ranchers - pregnant heifers.

Calving Ease Maternal (CEM) - predicts the probability of a given animal’s daughters calving unassisted at two years of age. Replacement heifers should be able to calve on their own. Red Angus’ CEM EPD offers the industry’s most reliable prediction to address that concern. It includes not only the predisposition for a female to calve unassisted, but also her contribution to her calf’s traits (birth weight, calf shape, etc. that make it more likely to be born unassisted.

Stayability (STAY) - predicts the probability that a bull’s daughters will remain in the herd until at least six years of age. University studies have shown the breakeven point on replacement heifers is five to six years of age. Females that don’t stay in the herd that long are losing money, and they also contribute to a higher rate of replacement.

Marbling Score (MARB) predicts differences for carcass marbling score as expressed in marbling score units. Higher marbling scores are positively correlated with higher carcass quality grades.

Yield Grade (YG) predicts differences in USDA Yield Grade score, and is expressed in USDA Yield Grade units. YG EPD is calculated using the genetic predictions of CW, REA and FAT EPDs. The reliability of Red Angus’ YG EPD is enhanced by using both ultrasound and actual carcass data in the calculation of REA and FAT EPDs.

Carcass Weight (CW) predicts differences in hot carcass weight and is expressed in pounds. Because Red Angus’ CW EPD is a multi-trait model which includes birth, weaning, and yearling weight data, the prediction is not subject to culling bias. Thus, it provides a more reliable EPD as compared to only using actual carcass weights. This computation allows for the use of weights taken on ~57,000 animals per year as compared to only ~1,500 animals per year with actual carcass weight observations. Increased Carcass Weight tends to detrimentally affect Yield Grade; the calculation of which also includes Rib Eye Area and Fat Thickness.

Rib Eye Area (REA) predicts differences of carcass Rib Eye Area between the 12th and 13th rib. Increased Rib Eye Area has a beneficial effect on Yield Grade which also includes Carcass Weight and Fat Thickness.

12th Rib Fat Thickness (FAT) predicts differences for carcass fat depth over the 12th rib, as expressed in inches. Increases in fat thickness has a detrimental effect on Yield Grade.
**Red Angus Bulls**

### L83 Entourage 083

**BD:** 04/08/2010  •  **ARA #:** 1388289  
**Tattoo:** 083  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 99.6  
**BW:** 76  •  **WW:** 672  •  **WR:** 99  •  **YW:** 1114  •  **YR:** 91  •  **ADG:** 4.13

**L83 Entourage**

**Red Fine Line Mulberry 26P**  
**OHRR B3L MS RC FAYET 68P**

**Lassie of Six Mile 566U**

**RD TER RON FULLY LOADED 540R**  
**SIX MILE LASSIE 377P**

**CED**  
**BW**  
**WW**  
**YF**  
**MLK**  
**ME**  
**HPG**  
**CEM**  
**STAY**  
**MARAB**  
**YG**  
**CW REA**  
**FAT**

| 2  | 1.9 | 37 | 64 | 19 | 37 | 4 | 10 | 9 | 0.12 | 0.02 | 4.2 | -0.06 | -0.57 |

- An Entourage son that we used in our breeding program last yr. The calves born this year are weighing in the mid 80’s. His dam, Lassie, is a two year old daughter out of the Six Mile cow Lassie 377P. Lassie 377P sold for $37,000 for one half interest and is an impressive cow across the boards. This bull will improve udders on your females and will put plenty of growth into his offspring.

### L83 Entourage 105

**BD:** 02/13/2011  •  **ARA #:** 1448748  
**Tattoo:** 105  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 103.6  
**BW:** 86  •  **WW:** 669  •  **WR:** 94  •  **YW:** 1164  •  **YR:** 96  •  **ADG:** 3.6

**L83 Entourage**

**Red Fine Line Mulberry 26P**  
**OHRR B3L MS RC FAYET 68P**

**L83 Flora 403**

**MR FINCH BULL 223**  
**RED MCRAE’S GOLDEN GAL**

**CED**  
**BW**  
**WW**  
**YF**  
**MLK**  
**ME**  
**HPG**  
**CEM**  
**STAY**  
**MARAB**  
**YG**  
**CW REA**  
**FAT**

| -2 | 3.0 | 38 | 75 | 19 | 38 | 6 | 10 | 5 | 0.18 | 0.16 | 57 | -0.04 | 0.03 |

- This Entourage son was a member of our show string in Denver and Valley City this winter. He will make an outstanding herd bull with his thickness, length, correctness, and good feet. His dam is one of the consistent producers in our herd with an MPPA of 104. Check out this performance prospect for raising heavy calves and keeping quality females as replacements.

### L83 Tidal Wave 102

**BD:** 02/21/2011  •  **ARA #:** 1448764  
**Tattoo:** 102  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 95.6  
**BW:** 88  •  **WW:** 690  •  **WR:** 97  •  **YW:** 1185  •  **YR:** 98  •  **ADG:** 3.6

**Red Six Mile Tidal Wave 254T**  
**RED TOWAW INDEED 104H**  
**RED RSL DUCHESS 914L**

**L83 Tidal Wave 107**

**RED TAG-A-LONG MOHICAN 12M**  
**L83 Easter 644**

**CED**  
**BW**  
**WW**  
**YF**  
**MLK**  
**ME**  
**HPG**  
**CEM**  
**STAY**  
**MARAB**  
**YG**  
**CW REA**  
**FAT**

| 5  | -0.9 | 25 | 53 | 15 | 27 | 2 | 10 | 5 | 0.18 | 0.16 | 57 | -0.04 | 0.03 |

- A long, thick, correct Tidal Wave son with a great record. His dam is a granddaughter of Chief 373, the foundation bull of the red angus breed, and her mother is from the Easter cow family. Easter is one of the foundation cows in our herd.

### L83 Hobo 106

**BD:** 02/14/2011  •  **ARA #:** 1448758  
**Tattoo:** 106  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 100.8  
**BW:** 90  •  **WW:** 676  •  **WR:** 102  •  **YW:** 1195  •  **YR:** 106  •  **ADG:** 3.6

**L83 Tidal Wave 107**

**RED TOWAW INDEED 104H**  
**RED RSL DUCHESS 914L**

**L83 Miss Mulberry 913**

**FEDDES CHATEAU 268**  
**L83 Morning Glory 320**

**CED**  
**BW**  
**WW**  
**YF**  
**MLK**  
**ME**  
**HPG**  
**CEM**  
**STAY**  
**MARAB**  
**YG**  
**CW REA**  
**FAT**

| 6  | -0.8 | 35 | 73 | 15 | 33 | 6 | 10 | 8 | 0.01 | 0.06 | 39 | -0.13 | 0.01 |

- A sure fire heifer bull out of a 2 year old Mulberry daughter with a beautiful udder. We used Hobo in our breeding program for his light birthweight, strong maternal strength and great udders. If you are looking for a heifer bull with great breeding, take this top prospect home and put him to work. He is ready.

**These Tidal Wave sons can be used on heifers. This top prospect has one of our top gain records along with a uniform set of EPD’s. Dam is a top producing daughter of Chateau with Comanche genetics behind her. You will get great uddered daughters with tons of performance.**
**L83 ENTOURAGE III**

**BD:** 02/16/2011  •  **ARA #:** 1448750

*Tattoo:* 111  •  *Cat:* 1A  •  *100%*  •  *Dam’s MPPA:* 104.9

*BW:* 90  •  *WW:* 762  •  *WR:* 107  •  *YW:* 1127  •  *YR:* 93  •  *ADG:* 2.7

**L83 ENTOURAGE**

RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P

OHRR 83L MS RC FAYET 68P

**L83 DUCHESS 606**

RED T-K VENTURE 1M

L83 DUCHESS 206

- One of the top growth and milk bulls in the sale. Entourage sires bulls with thickness and length, where it counts at weaning time. Dam is a granddaughter of our Canadian Dividend bull. A different pedigree on the dam side and you will be happy with the results.

| CED BW WW YW MLK TM NE HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT |
|-------------|--------|--------|--------|---------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
| -1 2.9 41 64 21 41 5 11 3 5 0.11 0.06 50 -0.53 0.00 |

**L83 ENTOURAGE II12**

**BD:** 02/17/2011  •  **ARA #:** 1448747

*Tattoo:* 112  •  *Cat:* 1A  •  *100%*  •  *Dam’s MPPA:* 106.1

*BW:* 92  •  *WW:* 786  •  *WR:* 110  •  *YW:* 1348  •  *YR:* 111  •  *ADG:* 4.1

**L83 ENTOURAGE**

RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P

OHRR 83L MS RC FAYET 68P

**L83 ST RENEE 207**

RED MAC PRIME 1H

LMB ST RENEE 110

- Take a look at this Powerhouse! This Entourage son will sire calves that will put pounds on and produce daughters that will milk with beautiful udders. One of the top milk and growth bulls in the sale. Dam has an MPPA of 106 and is one of our top producers. She is sired by the MacPrime bull we purchased from Don McKenzie in Alberta. The bottom side of the pedigree is one of our foundation cows from Lambreth’s in Montana.

| CED BW WW YW MLK TM NE HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT |
|-------------|--------|--------|--------|---------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
| 1 2.0 47 91 16 40 6 9 4 0.08 0.15 62 -0.05 0.03 |

**L83 ENTOURAGE II14**

**BD:** 02/18/2011  •  **ARA #:** 1448755

*Tattoo:* 114  •  *Cat:* 1A  •  *100%*  •  *Dam’s MPPA:* 102.6

*BW:* 76  •  *WW:* 741  •  *WR:* 104  •  *YW:* 1176  •  *YR:* 97  •  *ADG:* 3.2

**L83 ENTOURAGE**

RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P

OHRR 83L MS RC FAYET 68P

**L83 STRAWBERRY 843**

MFIN FINCHBULL M75

L83 STRAWBERRY 212

- You can see by the weaning weights and EPD’s how uniform these Entourage sons are. If you need a group of bulls to turn out, check out the uniformity of these half brothers. They will put growth and milk into your herd. This bull’s dam is an own daughter of M75, whose sire is NewTrend 22, one of the landmark sires for females in Canada. Another top producing cow with an MPPA of 103.

| CED BW WW YW MLK TM NE HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT |
|-------------|--------|--------|--------|---------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
| 0 2.0 46 75 21 44 7 10 4 8 0.19 0.10 54 0.02 0.02 |

**L83 TIDAL WAVE II17**

**BD:** 02/20/2011  •  **ARA #:** 1448762

*Tattoo:* 117  •  *Cat:* 1A  •  *100%*  •  *Dam’s MPPA:* 97.3

*BW:* 86  •  *WW:* 644  •  *WR:* 90  •  *YW:* 1092  •  *YR:* 90  •  *ADG:* 3.3

**RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T**

RED TOWAW INDEED 104H

RED RSL DUCHESS 914L

**L83 MORNING DEW 501**

FEDDES COMANCHE 012

L83 MORNING DEW 113

- We used Tidal Wave on yearling heifers with great success and here is a bull that will make a great heifer bull in your program. The TidalWave daughters in production here are making great females. This bull has great growth and milk. His dam is another of those good Comanche daughters with a good udder, good feet, going back to the Morning Glory cow family which is a foundation cow.
L83 TIDAL WAVE 118
BD: 02/21/2011 • ARA#: 1448753
Tattoo: 118 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 97.1
BW: 85 • WW: 647 • WR: 91 • YW: 1161 • YR: 96 • ADG: 3.8
RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T
RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
RED RSL DUCHESS 914L
UBAR LAKOTA 753
UBAR NORTH CANYON 326
UBAR HEAVENS LAKOTA 244

• This is another low birth weight bull that you can use on heifers. His dam is one we purchased from the UBAR program in the 2008 Santa Sale. His full sister is in production in our program and she has a gorgeous udder. He is moderate in frame size and will work great in your program will moderate framed heifers and cows.

L83 TIDAL WAVE 126
BD: 02/25/2011 • ARA#: 1448773
Tattoo: 126 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 107.1
BW: 90 • WW: 746 • WR: 105 • YW: 1210 • YR: 100 • ADG: 3.4
RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T
RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
RED RSL DUCHESS 914L
L83 LARKANA 525
L83 LARKANA 307

• The bull will be a great one if you are keeping females as his Dam has an MPPA of 107 and is a top producer in our herd. They always say, a great bull only comes from a great cow, and here’s on of them.

L83 WIND CHILL 133
BD: 02/26/2011 • ARA#: 1448782
Tattoo: 133 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 94.3
BW: 88 • WW: 672 • WR: 94 • YW: 1172 • YR: 97 • ADG: 3.7
SIX MILE WIND CHILL 828W
STEWART’S PRIMUS 52R
RED SVR FAYE 5M
L83 ST PAULINE 638
L83 PAULINE 409

• The only WindChill son that comes from an older cow. We picked this herd sire as an outcross for our program, little did we know he was going to sire champions. Half brother to this bull was Reserve Champion Bull at the NWSS this year. The muscle power on the WindChill calves is amazing. This guy’s momma has a very nice udder with tons of milk. This guy will do great things.
L83 TIDAL WAVE 134

BD: 02/27/2011 • ARA#: 1448779
Tattoo: 134 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam's MPPA: 100.7
BW: 90 • WW: 767 • WR: 107 • YW: 1225 • YR: 101 • ADG: 3.4

RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T
RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
RED RSL DUCHESS 914L
L93 RENEE 623
MFIN FINCHBULL M75
L83 ST RENEE 109

• Another Tidal Wave son with a NewTrend 22 granddaughter for a Dam. Your females will have great udders with milking power and your market calves will be born packing on the pounds. You will not have trouble raising good calves out of this bull.

CED  BW  WW  YW  MILK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
2  1.6  30  65  19  36  5  1  1  0.12  0.01  38  0.18  -0.32

L83 TIDAL WAVE 137

BD: 03/01/2011 • ARA#: 1448775
Tattoo: 137 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam's MPPA: 99.7
BW: 88 • WW: 706 • WR: 99 • YW: 1182 • YR: 98 • ADG: 3.5

RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T
RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
RED BRYLOR GOLD 55H
UBAR COPPERQUEEN 155
UBAR COPPERQUEEN 109

• A Tidal Wave son out of another UBAR cow that we purchased in the 2007 Santa Sale. We have been very happy with her milk production and consistent effort in raising a nice calf. This cow has great feet as do these calves.

CED  BW  WW  YW  MILK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
1  1.5  30  58  21  36  2  11  4  6  0.01  -0.01  38  -0.21  -0.03

L83 TIDAL WAVE 138

BD: 02/28/2011 • ARA#: 1448770
Tattoo: 138 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam's MPPA: 105.4
BW: 92 • WW: 806 • WR: 113 • YW: 1197 • YR: 99 • ADG: 2.9

RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T
RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
RED RSL DUCHESS 914L
L83 STACEY 517
MFIN FINCHBULL M75
RED MCRAE’S EASTER 80H

• A Tidal Wave son with a dam out of our M75 bull, New Trend 22, son. That combination will give you power, milk, nice udders and pounds on your calves. The feet on these Tidal Wave calves are made to travel.

CED  BW  WW  YW  MILK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
3  0.9  39  58  20  39  2  10  4  11  0.03  0.04  36  0.21  -0.04

L83 WIND CHILL 140

BD: 03/02/2011 • ARA#: 1448816
Tattoo: 140 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam's MPPA: 100.4
BW: 90 • WW: 675 • WR: 101 • YW: 1160 • YR: 103 • ADG: 2.8

SIX MILE WIND CHILL 828W
STEWART’S PRIMUS 52R
RED SVR FAYE 5M
L83 WINNIE 936
MFIN FINCHBULL M75
L83 LARKANA 52S

• WindChill son that we are especially fond of. His momma was Maddy’s first show heifer and she is a sweat heart. Her udder is phenomenal as is her disposition. We are confident that these attributes will follow thru to this bull’s calves as well. You are going to see a lot of thickness in these WindChill bulls. Get ready to put pounds on your calves.

CED  BW  WW  YW  MILK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
2  3.2  37  70  21  39  2  9  6  9  -0.16  -0.02  45  0.08  -0.01
### L83 TIDAL WAVE 147

**BD:** 03/04/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1448777  
**Tattoo:** 147  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 102.2  
**BW:** 88  •  **WW:** 762  •  **WR:** 107  •  **YW:** 1288  •  **YR:** 106  •  **ADG:** 3.7

- **RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T**
  - **RED TOWAW INDEED 104H**
  - **RED RSL DUCHESS 914L**

**L83 PAULINE 635**
- **MFIN FINCHBULL M75**
- **LMB ST PAULINE 504**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CED</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>MLK</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>HPG</th>
<th>CEM</th>
<th>STAY</th>
<th>MARB</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>FAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Another heavy muscled Tidal Wave son. Tidal Wave is a huge success in our program with beautiful daughters in production and we believe these sons will work well for you. This bull’s momma also goes back to our M75 bull so there’s plenty of milk to go around.

### L83 VOYAGER 150

**BD:** 03/05/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1448826  
**Tattoo:** 150  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 105  
**BW:** 80  •  **WW:** 692  •  **WR:** 97  •  **YW:** 1209  •  **YR:** 1209  •  **ADG:** 3.8

- **RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T**
  - **RED TOWAW INDEED 104H**
  - **RED RSL DUCHESS 914L**

**OHRR 83L MS RC FAYET 68P**
- **SRR RED CANYON 213**
- **OHRR 182H FAYET 83L**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CED</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>MLK</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>HPG</th>
<th>CEM</th>
<th>STAY</th>
<th>MARB</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>FAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- A Tidal Wave son whose momma is also the momma to our Entourage bull. With that in mind, you’ve got length of body, you’ve got milk, excellent feet, momma’s udder and sister’s udders are perfect; it’s all here.

### L83 ENTOURAGE 153

**BD:** 03/08/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1448808  
**Tattoo:** 153  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 95.1  
**BW:** 90  •  **WW:** 699  •  **WR:** 98  •  **YW:** 1234  •  **YR:** 102  •  **ADG:** 3.9

**L83 ENTOURAGE**
- **RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P**
- **OHRR 83L MS RC FAYET 68P**

**L83 STRAWBERRY 858**
- **MFIN FINCHBULL R124**
- **L83 STRAWBERRY 613**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CED</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>MLK</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>HPG</th>
<th>CEM</th>
<th>STAY</th>
<th>MARB</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>FAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- An Entourage son with lots of thickness. He will put pounds on your calves with ease. His females should have nice udders, just like his moderate framed dam. The maternal grandsire of this calf has sired many champions in the show ring as well.
L83 SPLIT SHIFT 155

BD: 03/08/2011  •  ARA#: 1448791
Tattoo: 155 • Cat: 1A  •  100% • Dam’s MPPA: 103.7
BW93 • WW: 779 • WR:109 • YW: 1303 • YR:108 • ADG: 3.8

RED MCRAE’S SPLIT SHIFT 87R

PERKS ADVANCE 121R
RED MCRAE’S KERRY 79H

L83 EAST 713

MFIN FINCHBULL W75
L83 EAST 200

CED  BW  WW  YW  MLK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
3 2.2 38 73 15 34 3 7 5 8 0.01 -0.12 40 0.06 -0.05

• A very powerful, dark red, herdsire prospect son of Split Shift. He will do for you what his sire has done for us and that is add muscle and thickness to our calves. These Split Shift sons do have a tic more frame than some of the others.

L83 SPLIT SHIFT 161

BD: 03/13/2011  •  ARA#: 1448774
Tattoo: 161 • Cat: 1A  •  100% • Dam’s MPPA: 98.9
BW: 78 • WW: 633 • WR:89 • YW: 1217 • YR:101 • ADG: 4.3

RED MCRAE’S SPLIT SHIFT 87R

PERKS ADVANCE 121R
RED MCRAE’S KERRY 79H

L83 LARKANA 502

FEDDES COMANCHE 012
L83 EAST 105

CED  BW  WW  YW  MLK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
3 0.2 24 59 17 29 4 7 6 7 -0.14 -0.04 37 0.07 -0.01

• Look at the ADG on this Split Shift son. 4.3 lbs per day for 103 days means profit for you. Add this guy to your herd and watch the pounds pile on the calves.

L83 SPLIT SHIFT 163

BD: 03/14/2011  •  ARA#: 1448829
Tattoo: 163 • Cat: 1A  •  100% • Dam’s MPPA: 104.7
BW: 92 • WW: 791 • WR:111 • YW: 1210 • YR:100 • ADG: 3.1

RED MCRAE’S SPLIT SHIFT 87R

PERKS ADVANCE 121R
RED MCRAE’S KERRY 79H

L83 PAULINE 409

FEDDES COMANCHE 012
L83 ST PAULINE 03

CED  BW  WW  YW  MLK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
4 2.1 37 58 14 32 3 6 6 8 -0.19 -0.10 36 0.01 -0.04

• Lots of maternal strength will give this Split Shift son some extra kick to the gaining power of his calves. The calves out of this bull will wean off heavy, ready to go to market and put money in your pocket. This guy’s dam has been a great producer for us, as will her granddaughters.
**L83 SPLIT SHIFT 165**

- BD: 03/15/2011  •  ARA#: 1448842
- Tattoo: 165  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%  •  Dam's MPPA: 101.1
- BW: 78  •  WW: 741  •  WR: 1281  •  YW: 1197  •  YR: 99  •  ADG: 4.0

*Red McRae's Split Shift 87R*

- RED MCRAE'S KERRY 79H
- L83 SPLIT SHIFT 166
- PERKS ADVANCE 121R
- MESSMER BERTHA 062P
- RED MCRAE'S SPLIT SHIFT 87R
- LCC CHEYENNE B221L

**Perkins Adv.**

- Tattoo: 166  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%  •  Dam's MPPA: 99.3
- BW: 88  •  WW: 641  •  WR: 1197  •  YW: 1197  •  YR: 99  •  ADG: 4.0

- L83 PRAIRIE LASS 214
- BD: 03/16/2011  •  ARA#: 1448824
- Tattoo: 166  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%  •  Dam's MPPA: 99.3

- L83 PRAIRIE LASS 05
- L83 RED CLOUD 100
- L83 RED CLOUD 100
- CED  BW  WW  YW  MILK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
  - 3  1.3  39  73  12  32  3  8  5  10  -0.05  -0.10  43  0.09  -0.06

- Notice the extreme depth of body on this bull. This Split Shift son is very thick as well. He's got the powerful look of a great female producing bull. I'd keep the heifers out of this guy, knowing what his mamma does with her calves.

**L83 SPLIT SHIFT 166**

- BD: 03/16/2011  •  ARA#: 1448824
- Tattoo: 166  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%  •  Dam's MPPA: 99.3
- BW: 88  •  WW: 641  •  WR: 1197  •  YW: 1197  •  YR: 99  •  ADG: 4.1

*Red McRae's Split Shift 87R*

- RED MCRAE'S KERRY 79H
- L83 PRAIRIE LASS 214
- L83 RED CLOUD 100
- L83 RED CLOUD 100
- CED  BW  WW  YW  MILK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
  - 3  1.3  39  73  12  32  3  8  5  10  -0.05  -0.10  43  0.09  -0.06

- Once again, a very high quality, fast gaining son of Split Shift. You also have to admire the deep cherry red color these calves carry. His mamma is a 10 year old that always does nice things for her calf. The structure of this bull is second to none.

**L83 TIDAL WAVE 170**

- BD: 03/17/2011  •  ARA#: 1448793
- Tattoo: 170  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%  •  Dam's MPPA: 95.8
- BW: 82  •  WW: 665  •  WR: 1157  •  YW: 1137  •  YR: 101  •  ADG: 3.6

*Red Six Mile Tidal Wave 254T*

- RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
- RED RSL DUCHESS 914L
- L83 GOLDIE 724
- PIE BIG TIME 5109
- L83 GOLDIE 406

- CED  BW  WW  YW  MILK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
  - 3  1.4  39  70  12  32  3  10  10  -0.08  -0.08  45  -0.08  -0.08

- Tidal Wave son, that means easy calving. You will have no worries with these bulls on heifers. To my strongest recollection, we have had absolutely no trouble with Tidal Wave calves. They have a hair coat that is easily picked out of the group, and muscle that sticks out as well. Enjoy this guy.

**L83 TIDAL WAVE 172**

- BD: 03/18/2011  •  ARA#: 1448805
- Tattoo: 172  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%  •  Dam's MPPA: 101.4
- BW: 88  •  WW: 727  •  WR: 1310  •  YW: 1137  •  YR: 108  •  ADG: 4.3

*Red Six Mile Tidal Wave 254T*

- RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
- RED RSL DUCHESS 914L
- L83 LARKANA 807
- PIE BIG TIME 5109
- L83 BLOCKANA 304

- CED  BW  WW  YW  MILK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
  - 3  1.0  37  79  15  34  3  10  6  11  -0.05  -0.05  42  -0.05  -0.05

- This guy is our top gainer. Tidal Wave calves are standouts with their muscle power. The udder on this guys mamma is top notch, so his daughters should be keepers. TidalWave sons are a sure bet.
L83 TIDAL WAVE 175
BD: 03/22/2011 • ARA#: 1448844
Tattoo: 175 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam's MPPA: 100.8
BW: 82 • WW: 729 • WR: 1180 • YW: 1180 • YR: 98 • ADG: 3.3

RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T
RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
RED RSL DUCHESS 914L
L83 ST RENEE 805
PIE BIG TIME 5109
L83 ST RENEE 109

• This Tidal Wave son had to raise himself as his momma became ill early in the summer and didn't recover. He did quite well on grass and water I'd say. He's developed for longevity. His dam had a superb udder to pass down to generations.

L83 TIDAL WAVE 177
BD: 03/25/2011 • ARA#: 1448778
Tattoo: 177 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam's MPPA: 94.7
BW: 86 • WW: 726 • WR: 1295 • YR: 107 • ADG: 4.2

RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T
RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
RED RSL DUCHESS 914L
L83 GLORY 605
MFIN FINCHBULL M75
L83 GLORY 010

• Another heavy gaining Tidal Wave son. With M75 in his pedigree you know the female offspring will be keepers. Turn this guy loose and let him go to work for you.

L83 ENTOURAGE 179
BD: 03/27/2011 • ARA#: 1448796
Tattoo: 179 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam's MPPA: 107.8
BW: 86 • WW: 861 • WR: 121 • YR: 106 • ADG: 3.1

L83 ENTOURAGE
RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P
OHRR 83L MS RC FAYET 68P
RED MCRAE'S FRAN 80S
MLK CRK CUB 722
RED MCRAE'S FRAN 2P

• A powerhouse son of Entourage with maternal grandsire Milk Creek Cub 722. I would recommend keeping the girls out of this guy. The Canadian genetics that pack this guys pedigree give him herdsire power.

L83 ENTOURAGE 184
BD: 04/03/2011 • ARA#: 1448823
Tattoo: 184 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam's MPPA: XX
BW: 82 • WW: 854 • WR: 121 • YR: 106 • ADG: 3.0

L83 ENTOURAGE
RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P
OHRR 83L MS RC FAYET 68P
L83 MORNING GLORY 108
LCHMN GRANDCANYON 1244G
RCRA MORNING GLORY

• Entourage son out of one of our oldest cows. He's got all the great qualities the Entourage sons exhibit. You won't be disappointed.
**L83 WIND CHILL 186**

BD: 04/08/2011 • ARA#: 1448818
Tattoo: 186 • Cat: IA • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 102.0
BW: 76 • WW: 699 • WR: 1139 • YW: 1170 • YR: 97 • ADG: 3.2

**SIX MILE WIND CHILL 828W**

STEWART’S PRIMUS 52R
RED SVR FATE 5M

**L83 TIDAL QUEEN 902**

RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T
UBAR LAKOTA 753

- Here’s an exciting Wind Chill son out of a Tidal Wave daughter. This bull is a classy looking, heavy muscled, moderate framed powerhouse. And his momma, and grandmomma on both sides have wonderful udders. Keep in mind the TC Freedom 104 in the background. Commercial guys should have fun with this one.

---

**L83 KING RANCH 191**

BD: 04/17/2011 • ARA#: 1448766
Tattoo: 191 • Cat: IA • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 100.0
BW: 76 • WW: 685 • WR: 1170 • YW: 97 • ADG: 3.6

**SIX MILE KING RANCH 721W**

5L NORSEMAN KING 2291
RED SIX MILE COUNTESS 198T

**L93 BLOCKANA 530**

FEDDES CHATEAU 268
L83 BLOCKANA 304

- King Ranch son whose birth weight is one that is gonna work for heifers. 5L Norseman King is a legend in producing wonderful females. This guy has got thickness that adds pounds and lots of growth for such a young bull. You will not be disappointed in these King Ranch sons. We used King Ranch on all of our first calf heifers last summer with excellent results as we are calving the heifers now.

---

**L83 DAKOTA KING 193**

BD: 03/21/2011 • ARA#: 1448837
Tattoo: 193 • Cat: IA • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 99.6
BW: 76 • WW: 651 • WR: 106 • YW: 1139 • YR: 97 • ADG: 3.2

**SIX MILE KING RANCH 721W**

5L NORSEMAN KING 2291
RED SIX MILE COUNTESS 198T

**L83 STRAWBERRY 613**

MFIN FINCHBULL M75
RCRA STRAWBERRY 12E

- A King Ranch son with M75 as the maternal grandsire so that means milk, pounds, nice uddered females, and good structure. The low birth weights mean that these calves are gaining when they hit the ground. We’re pretty impressed with the thickness in these calves as well.

---

**L83 DAKOTA KING 196**

BD: 04/27/2011 • ARA#: 1448785
Tattoo: 196 • Cat: IA • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 101.3
BW: 80 • WW: 758 • WR: 1229 • YW: 101 • ADG: 3.5

**SIX MILE KING RANCH 721W**

5L NORSEMAN KING 2291
RED SIX MILE COUNTESS 198T

**OHRR 4M COPPER SCARLET 48S**

OHRR DAKOTA COPPER 29K
OHRR 1SF RAMPAGE 4M

- This King Ranch son comes from a very sweet show heifer that we bought a few years back from Olson’s in Argusville ND. She has given us some great offspring and this bull is one of the best. With this low birth weight, he’d be a great candidate to use on heifers and small cows and not miss out on the pounds at weaning time. His young age means that he is growing at great strides still. He is another very docile bull with tremendous body mass.
**RED ANGUS BULLS**

**L83 TIDAL WAVE 198**

- **BD:** 04/29/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1448786
- **Tattoo:** 198  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  **100%**  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 103.8
- **BW:** 82  •  **WW:** 831  •  **WR:** 116  •  **YW:** 1339  •  **YR:** 112  •  **ADG:** 3.6

- **RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T**
- **RED TOWAW INDEED 104H**
- **RED RSL DUCHESS 914L**

- **L83 EASTER 736**
  - **GDF:** 06/30/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1448786
  - **Tattoo:** 198  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  **100%**  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 111.3
  - **BW:** 86  •  **WW:** 884  •  **WR:** 124  •  **YW:** 1308  •  **YR:** 110  •  **ADG:** 3.1

- **RED BAKER’S MINOLA 600T**
  - **BUF CRK HOB0 1961**
  - **RED RSL DUCHESS 914L**

- **L83 LACEY 649**
  - **BD:** 05/13/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1448776
  - **Tattoo:** 1104  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  **100%**  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 111.3
  - **BW:** 86  •  **WW:** 884  •  **WR:** 124  •  **YW:** 1308  •  **YR:** 110  •  **ADG:** 3.1

**HEREFORD BULLS**

**L 337 TARGET 105**

- **BD:** 02/27/2011  •  **AHA#:** 43232492
- **Tattoo:** 105  •  **Horned**  •  **Adj YW:** 1258

- **SR TARGET 337**
- **CJH HARLAND 408**
- **SR ROSA 249**

- **L MS ADVANCE 609**
  - **K&B 1638 ADVANCE 3133**
  - **L MARTHA 973**

- **EPD's**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MILK</th>
<th>M&amp;G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+3.2</td>
<td>+57</td>
<td>+92</td>
<td>+23</td>
<td>+52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **L 337 TARGET 116**
  - **BD:** 03/13/2011  •  **AHA#:** 43232491
  - **Tattoo:** 116  •  **Horned**  •  **Adj YW:** 1267

- **SR TARGET 337**
- **CJH HARLAND 408**
- **SR ROSA 249**

- **L MS SILVER 636**
  - **K&B 1181 DOM 3200**
  - **L SUPER GIRL 961**

- **EPD's**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MILK</th>
<th>M&amp;G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+3.2</td>
<td>+57</td>
<td>+94</td>
<td>+23</td>
<td>+52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**RED ANGUS HEIFERS**

**L83 MRS TIDE 104**
- BD: 02/12/2011 • ARA#: 1448760
- Tattoo: 104 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 100.9
- BW: 82 • WW: 570 • WR: 95

**RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T**
- RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
- RED RSL DUCHESS 914L

**L83 MORNING GLORY 320**
- RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P
- RED MCRAE’S EASTER 80H

• A Tidal Wave daughter that has extreme rib shape and very long sided. She has an almost identical profile of her dam which leads us to believe she will be a top notch cow. Her mother is a 9 year old in our program and still has a picture perfect udder as well as sound feet and legs. We do have several sisters to this girl in our program and that is the only reason we’re letting her go. Tidal Wave daughters that we have in production now are truly earning their keep with nice udders, great feet, thick hair coat, and mild disposition. She’s gonna be a good one. Her dam has an MPPA of 101

**L83 STRAWBERRY 108**
- BD: 02/15/2011 • ARA#: 1448751
- Tattoo: 108 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 103.6
- BW: 86 • WW: 719 • WR: 120

**L83 ENTourage**
- RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P
- OHRR 83L MS RC FAYET 68P

• We said we might never do this but the replacement pen is heavy so we’re letting this very powerful Entourage daughter go. Wow does she have eye appeal! She’s long sided and deep ribbed. She’s going to earn her keep and then some. I would love to see a junior put this girl in the show ring and if someone needs us to do so, we will halter break her for you. Her mother is a great producer in our cow pen and with all the udder and milk power behind this heifer, I’m excited to see what she’ll do for you. Her dam has an MPPA of 104!! That’s a number to be proud of. The Entourage daughters that we have calving right now have exceptional udder quality. They are built to last. Have fun with this pretty girl.

**L83 FAYETTE 129**
- BD: 02/25/2011 • ARA#: 1448821
- Tattoo: 129 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 97.6
- BW: 86 • WW: 617 • WR: 94

**SIX MILE WIND CHILL 828W**
- STEWART’S PRIMUS 52R
- RED SVR FAYE 5M

**L83 MISS MULBERRY 947**
- RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P
- RED MCRAE’S EASTER 80H

• A Wind Chill daughter with Mulberry as a maternal grandsire. That means that you get moderate frame, tons of rib shape, sound feet and legs, and a beautifully clean front. She’s ready to produce some sweet babies. With her pedigree and maternal background, she’ll have milk and high udder quality. Her dam just had a 2012 heifer calf and she looks to be just as nice. Enjoy this young lady in your program.

**L83 FAYETTE 130**
- BD: 02/26/2011 • ARA#: 1448839
- Tattoo: 130 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 104.0
- BW: 84 • WW: 724 • WR: 110

**SIX MILE WIND CHILL 828W**
- STEWART’S PRIMUS 52R
- RED SVR FAYE 5M

**L83 MISS MULBERRY 924**
- RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P
- L83 PRAIRIE LASS 214

• Another Wind Chill daughter that we showed this past winter and she turned heads. Her body length and rib shape is just begging to carry a calf. This heifer is out of a Mulberry daughter and she has a superb udder. With an MPPA of 104 this cow is sure to pass lots down to this wonderful daughter. She’s broke for the show ring or just turn her out to pasture and watch her go to work and produce something wonderful.
**L83 STRAWBERRY 144 & 145**

BD: 03/03/2011 • ARA#: 1448803 & 1448804
Tattoo: 144,145 • Cat: 1A • 100%
BW: 66 • WW: 556 • BW: 68 • WW: 543

- RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T
- RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
- RED RSL DUCHESS 914L

**L83 TRENDSETER 837**

- MFIN FINCHBULL M75
- L83 STRAWBERRY 429

- Twin heifers that were born to a two year old so one was fostered off but nonetheless, they are both fantastic. Tidal Wave stamped his magic on these girls with his rib shape, correctness, foot power, and lovely udders to come. Their momma comes from M75 and that means milk power as well. Again, had to part with but the replacement pen is deep this year. We were blessed with wonderful females this past calving season so share with us.

**L83 LACEY 157**

BD: 03/10/2011 • ARA#: 1448798
Tattoo: 157 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam's MPPA: 101.4
BW: 84 • WW: 610 • WR:102

- RED SIX MILE TIDAL WAVE 254T
- RED TOWAW INDEED 104H
- RED RSL DUCHESS 914L

**L83 LACEY 839**

- MFIN FINCHBULL M75
- BADLANDS LACEY 837

- A Tidal Wave female whose dam goes back to a great Badland cow that we bought years back. We're lucky enough to have several daughters in production so it's a little easier to part with this beauty. Her Dam's MPPA is 101 so she's got maternal strength as well as Tidal Wave power. We would expect her to produce exciting offspring for your program. This one is gonna work hard for you and your program.

**L83 CHEROK 159**

BD: 03/12/2011 • ARA#: 1448843
Tattoo: 159 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam's MPPA: 98.5
BW: 80 • WW: 600 • WR:100

- RED MCRAE'S SPLIT SHIFT 87R
- PERKS ADVANCE 121R
- RED MCRAE'S KERRY 79H

**L83 CHEROK 203**

- RED MAC PRIME 1H
- RED MCRAE'S EASTER 80H

- We thought we'd share one powerful Split Shift daughter. This one is dark red, deep, and thick. She's gonna produce calves that pack on the pounds. I'd like to see her bred to Tidal Wave and if you need help with semen, let us know. Otherwise, she'll make you a great calf with whatever you chose to breed her to. She's super sweet, don't let her get away.
L83 ST RENEE 160

BD: 03/10/2011 • ARA#: 1448801
Tattoo: 160 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 108.0
BW: 88 • WW: 718 • WR:120

L83 ENTourage
RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P
OHRR 83L MS RC PAYET 68P

L83 ST RENEE 828
MFIN FINCHBULL M75
L83 ST RENEE 411

CED  BW  WW  YW  MILK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
-2  3.6  60  105  20  5  10  3  8  0.24  0.19  68  -0.06  0.02

• An Entourage daughters whose Dam has an MPPA of 108!! Leonard doesn’t usually let these girls go, but he’s getting a little soft and I talked him into sharing some of the great ones. Look at the pedigree here: Mulberry, New Trend 22, Entourage and M75. Now all you need is Tidal Wave and you could quite possibly get perfection. I have no doubt her udder will be outstanding and I know she’s got great legs and feet. With a plus 20 in milk I expect great, heavy calves at weaning time with this one.

Huber EY Red Angus

Greetings from Huber EY Red Angus,

Fourteen years ago we purchased our first Registered Red Angus females. We never imagined at that time that we would meet so many great people in the cattle business. The acquaintances we have made have allowed all the late night checks, fence fixing and cow chasing to be a lot more bearable.

Our bulls were weaned 9/26/2011. We don’t creep feed the calves, except in the spring for a couple weeks they get a medicated pellet. Our bulls are fed responsibly to promote body development and increase longevity. While on a 58- day test their mega/cals were increased to see how they would convert energy to pounds of gain. For us producers that background or finish cattle this is important information.

Feel free to stop by anytime to see the bulls and heifers. Thanks to our past customers for trusting in our program, we truly appreciate your support. We do and continue to stand behind our cattle. Please call with any questions.

God Bless,
Bryan, Emmy, Isaac, Alex, and Betsy Huber

Huber EY Cattle is owned and operated by Bryan, Emmy (Lodoen), Isaac (11), Alex (9) and Betsy (3) Huber and is located near Jud, ND.

MLK CRK KNIGHT 930

BD: 02/20/2009 • ARA#: 1309405
Tattoo: 930 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 99.9
BW: 93 • WW: 756 • WR:114 • YW: 1236 • YR:114

RED YY RED KNIGHT 640F
RED YY 23L TOPPER 408D
RED TOP GOLDIE 40U

MLK CRK LAKINA 228
MLK CRK MARIAS 013
MLK CRK LAKINA 071

CED  BW  WW  YW  MILK  TM  ME  HPG  CEM  STAY  MARB  YG  CW  REA  FAT
5  -0.4  36  69  18  36  2  8  8  11  0.07  -0.03  40  0.23  0.01

• 930 was purchased from Milk Creek Red Angus. He was selected for his female producing traits and growth numbers. He also supports positive carcass traits.
### Red Angus Perform Sires

#### SMJ Rambo AB U292
- **BD:** 05/21/2008  •  **ARA #:** 1243406
- **Tattoo:** U292  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  **100%**  •  **Dam's MPPA:** 102.2
- **BW:** 72  •  **WW:** 723  •  **WR:** 95
- **MLK CRK Rambo 4145**
  - **VDAR RAMBO 323**
  - **MLK CRK LAKOTA 850**
- **SMJ A.B. Day R290**
  - **LCC ABOVE & BEYOND 1300J**
  - **SMJ DAY RED LEE N294**

**CED BW WW YW MILK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT**

| 14 | -4.2 | 26 | 55 | 30 | 43 | 7 | 8 | 12 | 11 | -0.01 | 0.00 | 28 | 0.02 | 0.02 |
| 16 | -4.6 | 26 | 55 | 30 | 43 | 7 | 8 | 12 | 11 | -0.01 | 0.00 | 28 | 0.02 | 0.02 |

- **Purchased from Schriefer Red Angus. He has what we look for when buying a heifer bull -- consistently low BW's and moderate framed.**

#### HBR Impact 995
- **BD:** 09/5  •  **ARA #:** 1323612
- **Tattoo:** 995  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  **100%**  •  **Dam's MPPA:** 109.9
- **BW:** 96  •  **WW:** 704  •  **WR:** 119  •  **YW:** 1222  •  **YR:** 123
- **L83 Comanche 504**
  - **FEDDES COMANCHE 012**
  - **L83 MORNING GLORY 108**
- **LMB St Christina 104**
  - **BASIN RAINMAKER 309G**
  - **LMB ST CHRISTINA 7124**

**CED BW WW YW MILK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT**

| 6 | 0.0 | 44 | 89 | 25 | 47 | 6 | 9 | 6 | 7 | 0.13 | 0.30 | 54 | 0.13 | 0.17 |

- **995 is a bull we raised. His Dam has a MPPA of 109.9 on 9 calves. She combines good feet and legs, with good udder structure into a moderate package.**

---

### DLC's Oscar Lad 9116
- **BD:** 03/27/2009  •  **ARA #:** 1347511
- **Tattoo:** 9116  •  **Cat:** 1B  •  **100%**  •  **Dam's MPPA:** 99.4
- **BW:** 83  •  **WW:** 767  •  **WR:** 105  •  **YW:** 1193  •  **YR:** 101
- **RED CROWFOOTOLE'S OSCAR**
  - **MLK CRK CUB 722**
  - **RED CROWFOOT OMEGA 9179J**
- **DLC MS Above & Beyond 745**
  - **LCC ABOVE & BEYOND 1300J**
  - **DLC Miss Logan 561**

**CED BW WW YW MILK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT**

| 7 | -1.7 | 32 | 68 | 19 | 35 | 4 | 6 | 13 | 8 | 0.09 | 0.03 | 39 | -0.18 | -0.03 |

- **9116 was purchased from Dahl Land and Cattle Company. We appreciated his good foot set and structural correctness, and he is passing these traits down to his offspring.**

#### LDCC Major League 607
- **BD:** 02/23/2006  •  **ARA #:** 1135742
- **Tattoo:** 607  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  **100%**  •  **Dam's MPPA:** 110.4
- **BW:** 91  •  **WW:** 790  •  **WR:** 122
- **LCC Major League A502M**
  - **BFCK CHEROKEE CNYN 4912**
  - **KRN REBA'S ROBIN**
- **Seeger Duchess**
  - **MLK CRK LOGAN 670**
  - **MS FORSTER CENTURION**

**CED BW WW YW MILK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT**

| 3 | 0.5 | 39 | 66 | 20 | 40 | 6 | 9 | -2 | 11 | 0.08 | -0.06 | 41 | 0.10 | -0.07 |

### MLK CRK Epic 9183
- **BD:** 03/15/2009  •  **ARA #:** 1309399
- **Tattoo:** 9183  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  **100%**  •  **Dam's MPPA:** 110.4
- **BW:** 90  •  **WW:** 678  •  **WR:** 116  •  **YW:** 1232  •  **YR:** 119
- **BECKTON EPIC R397 K**
  - **BECKTON EPIC K F075**
  - **BECKTON KIT F468 JL**
- **MLK CRK Blockanna 065**
  - **BUF CRK BARNEY 3474**
  - **MLK CRK Blockanna 768**

**CED BW WW YW MILK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT**

| 6 | 0.4 | 47 | 90 | 18 | 41 | 5 | 11 | 7 | 13 | 0.31 | 0.14 | 55 | -0.18 | 0.00 |

### LJC Mission Statement P27
- **BD:** P27  •  **ARA #:** 0960383
- **Tattoo:** P27  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  **100%**  •  **Dam's MPPA:** 106.4
- **BW:** 89  •  **WW:** 769  •  **WR:** 114  •  **YW:** 1267  •  **YR:** 119
- **LJC Lancer 806**
  - **BECKTON LANCER T A664**
  - **LJC HB LIZZIE 606**
- **LJC Hannah 106**
  - **HOLDEN HI HO 753**
  - **LJC K JAMIE 516**

**CED BW WW YW MILK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT**

| 11 | -2.9 | 45 | 86 | 18 | 40 | -3 | 1 | 5 | 9 | -0.32 | -0.06 | 47 | 0.16 | -0.02 |

---

**DV Auction**

**Broadcasting Real-Time Auctions**

**L83 Comanche 504**
- **FEDDES ROB 803**
- **FED'S BLOCKANA 793**
- **L83 Morning Glory 108**
  - **LCHMN GRANDCANYON 1244G**
  - **RCRA MORNING GLORY**

**CED BW WW YW MILK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT**

| 8 | -3.2 | 40 | 79 | 25 | 45 | 7 | 11 | 4 | 6 | -0.02 | 0.21 | 43 | -0.01 | 0.07 |

**Schuler Flat Iron 5204R**
- **BD:** 02/17/2005  •  **ARA #:** 1047080
- **Tattoo:** 5204R  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  **100%**  •  **Dam's MPPA:** 106.1
- **BW:** 76  •  **WW:** 685  •  **WR:** 120  •  **YW:** 1256  •  **YR:** 123
- **BECKTON LANCER T A664**
  - **BECKTON LANCER F442 T**
  - **BKT SUFFEINA A828 DM**
- **Sor Beth SDyn 3350N**
  - **SCHULER DYNAMICS 0208K**
  - **SOR BETH CYN 7119G**

**CED BW WW YW MILK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT**

| 11 | -2.9 | 45 | 86 | 18 | 40 | -3 | 1 | 5 | 9 | -0.32 | -0.06 | 47 | 0.16 | -0.02 |
HBR RANCHER 101

BD: 02/14/2011 • ARA#: 1454128
Tattoo: 101 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 102.6
BW: 88 • WW: 624 • WR: 102 • YW: 1194 • YR: 108 • ADG: 4.0

MLK CRK KNIGHT 930
RED YY RED KNIGHT 640F
MLK CRK LAKINA 228

LDCC MISS WIDELOAD B25
PIE BIG TIME 5109
LDCC MISS WIDELOAD 303

CED BW WW YW MLK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT
-0.5 41 84 14 35 8 10 -0.03 0.13 0.46 0.16 -0.01

- A good numbered, stout bull
- Dam has a MPPA of 102.6
- Ratioed 102 WW and 108 YW

HBR MIDWESTERN 102

BD: 02/14/2011 • ARA#: 1454135
Tattoo: 102 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 103.6
BW: 91 • WW: 760 • WR: 109 • YW: 1226 • YR: 105 • ADG: 3.8

SCHULER FLAT IRON 5204R
BECKTON LANCER F442
SOR BETH SDYN 3350N

SPR MISS MIDWEST 9035
5L BEN NORTH 1102-6627
MCgee BONNI 251

CED BW WW YW MLK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT
1.4 46 83 18 41 1 6 8 -0.08 0.10 0.46 0.16 -0.02

- Larger framed – long sided bull
- Dam is a first calf heifer we purchased at ND State Sale from Spur M Red Angus.

HBR RAMBO 118

BD: 02/22/2011 • ARA#: 1454147
Tattoo: 118 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 96.4
BW: 81 • WW: 637 • WR: 91 • YW: 1148 • YR: 98 • ADG: 4.2

SMJ RAMBO AB U292
MLK CRK RAMBO 4145
SMJ A.B. DAY R290

HBR WILMA 790-976
VAR JULIAN WILLY 6047
HBR SHILOH 592-790

CED BW WW YW MLK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT
-2.0 24 56 24 36 12 0.06 0.15 0.31 0.06 0.02

- 118 bred for calving ease
- This is the 2nd year we have bred heifers to his sire SMJ Rambo AB U292, and he has consistently proven to be a calving ease

HBR ALL DAY 131

BD: 02/24/2011 • ARA#: 1472924
Tattoo: 131 • Cat: 1B • 99.5% • Dam’s MPPA: 100.0
BW: 78 • WW: 609 • WR: 100 • YW: 1062 • YR: 100 • ADG: 3.8

DLC’S OSCAR LAD 9116
RED CROWFOOT OLE’S OSCAR
DLC MS ABOVE & BEYOND 745

HBR HNVLY GIRL 406-9124
LELAND VACATION 7050T
HBR HNVLY GIRL 814-406

CED BW WW YW MLK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT
0.2 32 64 16 32 8 10 -0.03 0.18 0.39 -0.06 0.00

- 1B calf
- Clean fronted and stands good on his feet like his sire

HBR MR. KNIGHT 117

BD: 02/22/2011 • ARA#: 1454127
Tattoo: 117 • Cat: 1A • 100% • Dam’s MPPA: 98.0
BW: 77 • WW: 629 • WR: 103 • YW: 1093 • YR: 99 • ADG: 3.5

MLK CRK KNIGHT 930
RED YY RED KNIGHT 640F
MLK CRK LAKINA 228

LDCC SUNSHINE 818
LB3 RED CLOUD 100
LDCC SUNSHINE 424

CED BW WW YW MLK TM ME HPG CEM STAY MARB YG CW REA FAT
-2.0 34 64 15 32 6 10 0.15 0.10 40 0.17 -0.01

- A light birth weight bull
- Ratioed 85 BW and 103 WW
**HBR MR MISSION 147**

BD: 02/28/2011  •  ARA#: 1454083

Tattoo: 147  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%  •  Dam’s MPPA: 104.0

BW: 90  •  WW: 660  •  WR:108  •  YW: 1160  •  YR:105  •  ADG: 4.2

**LJC MISSION STATEMENT P27**

LJC LANCER B006
LJC HANNAH 106

**LDC MOOSE 402**

LCC CHEYENNE B221L
SODAK MOOSE 6147

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CED</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MLK</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>HPG</th>
<th>CEM</th>
<th>STAY</th>
<th>MARB</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>FAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- AI calf out of Mission Statement
- Deep bodied and moderated frame
- Note the positive carcass EPD's
- Dam has a 104 MPPA

---

**HBR IMPACT 157**

BD: 03/02/2011  •  ARA#: 1454134

Tattoo: 157  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%  •  Dam’s MPPA: 103.1

BW: 90  •  WW: 659  •  WR:108  •  YW: 1184  •  YR:107  •  ADG: 3.9

**HBR IMPACT 995**

L83 COMANCHE 504
LMB ST CHRISTINA 104

**LDCC COUNTESS 827**

DKK ADDICTION N10
CBR DYN A II 092-6361

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CED</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MLK</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>HPG</th>
<th>CEM</th>
<th>STAY</th>
<th>MARB</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>FAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Deep cherry in color
- Very strong maternal traits on the top and bottom of his pedigree
- Dam and MG Dam both have 103 MPPA
- Ratioed 108 WW and 107 YW

---

**HBR EPIC 166**

BD: 03/03/2011  •  ARA#: 1472923

Tattoo: 166  •  Cat: 1A  •  100%  •  Dam’s MPPA: 103.1

BW: 92  •  WW: 669  •  WR:111  •  YW: 1202  •  YR:106  •  ADG: 3.3

**MLK CRK EPIC 9183**

BECKTON EPIC R397 K
MLK CRK BLOCKANNA 065

**LDCC LARKABELLE 826**

PIE BIG TIME 5109
LDCC LARKABELLE 323

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CED</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MLK</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>HPG</th>
<th>CEM</th>
<th>STAY</th>
<th>MARB</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>FAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- A good numbered thick calf
- Excellent disposition
- Ratioed 111 WW and 106 YW
- Dam has 103 MPPA and MG Dam 107 MPPA

---

**HBR OSCAR 172**

BD: 03/04/2011  •  ARA#: 1454112

Tattoo: 172  •  Cat: 1B  •  99.5%  •  Dam’s MPPA: 95.3

BW: 92  •  WW: 580  •  WR:95  •  YW: 1116  •  YR:101  •  ADG: 4.6

**DLC’S OSCAR LAD 9116**

RED CROWFOOT OLE’S OSCAR
DLC MS ABOVE & BEYOND 745

**HBR DUTCHESS 220-735**

L83 COMANCHE 504
LDCC BJR DUKE 9606

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CED</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MLK</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>HPG</th>
<th>CEM</th>
<th>STAY</th>
<th>MARB</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>FAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 1B calf that continues to catch our eye
- Clean fronted and smooth in his pattern much like his sire
**HBR RAMBO 177**

**BD:** 03/04/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1454143  
**Tattoo:** 177  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 100.0  
**BW:** 79  •  **WW:** 697  •  **YW:** 1128  •  **YR:** 97  •  **ADG:** 3.7

**MLK CRK RAMBO 4145**

**VODAR RAMBO 323**  
**MLK CRK LAKOTA 850**

**HBR SUGAR 749-903**

**LMG GILLS CLOUD 2520**  
**HBR SUGARLAND 616-749**

- 177 is another Rambo son bred for calving ease  
- Dam is a first calf heifer  
- Adj. WW 694

---

**HBR SIR KNIGHT 192**

**BD:** 03/08/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1454109  
**Tattoo:** 192  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 100.2  
**BW:** 90  •  **WW:** 598  •  **WR:** 1098  •  **YR:** 99  •  **ADG:** 4.2

**MLK CRK KNIGHT 930**

**RED YY RED KNIGHT 640F**  
**LMG LARK 616**

**HBR SIR KNIGHT 195**

**BD:** 03/08/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1454118  
**Tattoo:** 195  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 100.2  
**BW:** 90  •  **WW:** 580  •  **WR:** 1100  •  **YR:** 99  •  **ADG:** 4.9

**MLK CRK KNIGHT 930**

**RED YY RED KNIGHT 640F**  
**MLK CRK LAKOTA 228**

- Moderate and uniform  
- Dam has an excellent udder

---

**HBR COMANCHE 504**

**BD:** 03/29/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1454164  
**Tattoo:** 504  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 99.9  
**BW:** 96  •  **WW:** 635  •  **WR:** 1133  •  **YR:** 102  •  **ADG:** 4.3

**L83 COMANCHE 504**  
**L83 MORNING GLORY 108**

**HBR LARKABA 108-461**

**FEDDES COMANCHE 012**  
**MLK CRK LIGHT 912**  
**SEEGER LARKABA 108**

- This is the last bull to offer out of the Comanche 504 bull  
- 504’s females have done many good things in our herd  
- Dam 461 is a ranch favorite

---

**HBR major league 1116**

**BD:** 03/15/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1454104  
**Tattoo:** 1116  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 100.2  
**BW:** 92  •  **WW:** 598  •  **WR:** 1118  •  **YR:** 101  •  **ADG:** 3.8

**LDCC MAJOR LEAGUE 607**  
**LCC MAJOR LEAGUE A502M**  
**SEEGER DUTCHESS**

**HBR BETSY 21J-687**  
**LMG GILLS RATTLER 2549**  
**SHHM SARAHBELLE 21J**

- We recommend using this bull on cows

---

**HBR GAMER 1132**

**BD:** 03/17/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1454089  
**Tattoo:** 1132  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 103.1  
**BW:** 86  •  **WW:** 644  •  **WR:** 1197  •  **YR:** 108  •  **ADG:** 4.5

**LDCC MAJOR LEAGUE 607**  
**LCC MAJOR LEAGUE A502M**  
**SEEGER DUTCHESS**

**HBR ANGELA 3102-554**

**SEEGER GOLD ROBBER 307**  
**HBR ST ANGELA 6123-3102**

- 1132 will add pounds to your calves  
- Larger framed  
- Ratioed .96 WW and 108 YW

---

**HBR major league 1143**

**BD:** 03/21/2011  •  **ARA#:** 1476835  
**Tattoo:** 1143  •  **Cat:** 1A  •  100%  •  **Dam’s MPPA:** 103.1  
**BW:** 92  •  **WW:** 598  •  **WR:** 1133  •  **YR:** 101  •  **ADG:** 4.1

**LDCC MAJOR LEAGUE 607**  
**LCC MAJOR LEAGUE A502M**  
**SEEGER DUTCHESS**

**HBR ST ANGELA 320-822**

**VAR VAQUERO PAT 6029**  
**LDCC ST ANGELA 320**

- Long made bull out of the boy’s show heifer  
- Dam has a MPPA of 103.6
25 Commercial Red Angus/Hereford Cross Open Heifers from Huber EY Red Angus

All heifers are home raised and selected from our replacement pen. We have been utilizing the “Chaps” program for the last 10 years, and this beneficial information helps us make selections for females that will produce. We have taken out the extremes, and feel this is a very uniform group. The heifers were poured with Dectomax, bangs vaccinated and the Wean Vac vaccination was implemented last fall. Selling 10 solid reds and 15 white or brockle faced. Call Hubers with questions on this group.

Selling 25 F1 black baldies yearling heifers. These are heifers are out of L1 Herefords sired by black bulls, Nebraska 901 and Traveler 004. Breeder Eric Thompson of Granville, ND. Please contact Myron Lodoen with any questions.

(Home) 701-245-6494 or (Cell) 701-263-7549.

10 commercial heifers from Lodoen’s. All have shots and are ready to breed. Two are red/white face and the rest solid red. Weight available on sale day.

Also, from Travis Anderson, of Warwick, long time bull customer: 20 replacement red/white faced commercial heifers. All shots current also ready to breed. Give Travis a call at 701.739.0002 with any questions.
Some folks just don’t get it.
They think owning cattle makes no sense.
It takes too much time, too much equipment,
not to mention the expense.

But the fondest memories of my life
—they might think sounds funny—
Were made possible by Mom and Dad,
’cause they spent the time and spent the money.

You see, the most important lessons
Helping values grow so strong,
Come from loving cattle
And passing that tradition on.